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Long Kaitian vomit blood, this is not internal injuries ah, this is a dog eating, breaking open the
dog's mouth to stuff the dog food ah, improper, really completely improper ah!

Can endure until now Long Kai Tian is really quite powerful, but he can not carry,
Long Kai Tian breathlessly waved his hand: "So what, Lin Shao, Linglong, I still have some things
to go back to deal with, I will go back first."

After saying that Long Kaitian ran away, Xu Linglong dissatisfied cold hum:
"Humph, this light bulb is finally gone, now it's time for our two people."

"Cough cough cough ......" Lin Hao coughing lungs are coming out, black a face
speechless: "Can we talk properly? Serve love west whisk closed serve serve serve Shan? The

words? Linglong you are which tendon is wrong ah, you do not know that I have a wife? Not to

mention that the baby is almost born."

"Know ah, but so what? What's the conflict between that and me liking you?" Xu
Linglong blinked innocently, "Isn't it normal for men to have three wives and four concubines? I

didn't even say anything, but you, a big man, are in a hurry."

"I won't." Lin Hao shook his head helplessly.



"Oh, man's mouth, deceitful ghost, I believe you a ghost." Xu Linglong flirtatious
style rolled his eyes then the imperial sister aura is fully open, staring straight at Lin Hao, looking
at Lin Hao straight hair.

"Man, you can't run away! You are mine, send you dinner over later." Xu Linglong
took the bento and turned around and left.

"Heh, man, you can't get away," Lin Rui didn't know when he got out, but also
learned Xu Linglong's tone, and added a bit of yin and yang, after finishing it, he first laughed out
loud himself.

"Hahaha!"

Not only Lin Rui laughed, Lin Yun and Xu Fanghua two also laughed so hard that

they couldn't straighten up.

Lin Hao's face was so dark that his eyelids jumped wildly: "You, you all heard
that?"

"I didn't hear anything." Lin Yun laughed and added: "Hey, the man's mouth
cheats the ghost, hahaha."

Lin Hao turned around with a black face and left, got, no need to ask, ask is all
heard.



Too hurt.

Lin Hao turned to leave, however, just walked outside, immediately a servant,
hurriedly ran over to report: "Young master, please wait a moment."

"Something is wrong?" Lin Hao's tone was not very good, he was holding his
anger in his heart, he was not afraid of Xu Linglong getting close to him and making her suitors

hostile to him, but Xu Linglong gave him a headache.

"It's like this, the Young Patriarch of the Mountain Moving Sect, Grave Digger,
wants to pay a visit to Young Lord and wants to have a sparring session with Young Lord." That
servant was also shocked, he could feel that Lin Hao was in a bad mood, being a servant, this eye
for reading people's words was still there.

"Oh? Is that so?" Lin Hao raised his eyebrows and moved his muscles, his bones
crackled, "Fine, digging graves son, right? I'll go find him to loosen up!"

Soon, Lin Hao saw Gravedigger outside the Lin family compound.

He thought that Lin Xuan Yuan was just a reinforcement of General Yin Nanfeng,
and had no power, but it turned out that this guy was actually the first son of the hidden Lin family,
and he couldn't just get Lin Hao killed.



But he couldn't keep his eyes off this gas!

"Lin Xuan Yuan, I am now at the early stage of Grand Master! You do not say that
I bully you, I want ......"

"Want you a ghost, fighting on fighting, how so much bullshit, come with me."
The other party did not finish, directly interrupted by Lin Hao cold snort, directly towards the
Jinling River beach sped away.

"You ...... son of a bitch, you wait for me! Wait to make you look good!"
Tomb-digger at least is a young master, strength and above Lin Hao, but was interrupted by the

other party so disregarded himself, how can bear?

The strongest members of the three great clans basically live here, so how could

they not be aware of this commotion? So a lot of strong people from the three big families have

gone to watch, want to find out a thing or two, they are more curious is whether Lin Hao has the
strength to fight with the early stage of the Grand Master!

The Lin family side, the main family almost no one bothered, Lin Hao what
combat power they know very well, but the Lin family side of many people have gone to watch,
including Lin Feng, Lin Yao Yan is the first to arrive.

Chapter 1802

The previous battle with Lin Hao, surprisingly, was interrupted by Lei Ling, he could not beat Lei
Ling is true, but he did not think he could not beat Lin Hao!



Lin Hao has reached the river bank, where it is open, you can let go and fight at

will, plus this section of the river bank ordinary people can not get close to here, but also to avoid
spilling over to the next person.

The shadows next to the river bank, the worst are the sectarian realm, the number

is really quite a lot ah!

"Lin Xuan Yuan! You are bound to pay a painful price for your rampage today!"
Tomb-digger shouted, his body emitted a black aura as black as ink, and the strong pressure of

the early stage of Grand Master appeared with a bang.

This pressure really had some effect on Lin Hao, but it was harmless.

Lin Hao did not open his mouth, waiting for the other party to make a move, only
the early stage of the Grand Master, Lin Hao did not put the other party in mind.

He didn't enter the sword domain before he was able to single-handedly
challenge the early stage of the Grand Master!

Let alone now!

"Seeking death!"



Tomb-digger shouted angrily, directly summoned the early Grand Master corpse

emperor, by Lin Hao such contempt, Tomb-digger completely furious!

Now the equivalent of one against two, but also all early Grand Master, that corpse
emperor is immortal, swords and spears, do not know pain, unless all its corpse Qi scattered, or
simply can not kill this thing.

Seeing this scene, many people showed a gloating look, this is fun!

This corpse emperor let many great masters headache existence, now the absolute

crushing strength of the situation, actually have to be one to two, Lin Hao must be dead ah.

Especially those who want Lin Hao to die, at this moment are excited, they even
think, should not take advantage of the inattentive time to strike to kill him, and then put all the

blame on the grave digger.

A mountain moving clan is nothing, although in the Chinese martial arts world,
the mountain moving clan has a certain status, but for the hidden family, it is nothing!

After all, the Chinese clan, few Xuan masters exist, while the hidden family, at
least one Xuan master level strong, otherwise how can be called a hidden family?



"Lin Xuan Yuan! I want your life!" The tomb-digger roared, waving his hand, the
corpse emperor sped out, covered with a dense Yin and Fury Qi, almost could not really see its

face, the surrounding temperature is a sudden drop, like the feeling of falling into an ice cave.

Buzz!

Suddenly, an incomparably powerful pressure quietly fell, the corpse emperor fell
from the air with a bang, by the terrifying pressure dead on the ground, no matter how it roared,
there is no way to break free of the pressure of the bondage.

"Who is it? Come out!" Tomb-digger's face was ugly, two people's challenge,
why did another mysterious expert appear?

"Trying to bully my people?" Xu Linglong's voice was cold and piercing, an
extremely terrifying aura emanated from his body, the peak aura of the Grand Master was

revealed!

Tomb-digger narrowed his eyes, his heart was horrified, this hidden family is too
terrifying, right? This woman is only two? The woman is only two? The strength of the 13 or 14
years old, but the strength of their moving mountain sect sect leader is comparable!

The hidden family, really crouching tiger hidden dragon ah.

Seeing Xu Linglong appear, tomb-digging son face gloomy, the crowd of Long

Kaitian look frustrated, while Lin Hao is headache.



"I'm fighting Lin Xuan Yuan single-handedly, what? Are the people of the Hidden

Family so unruly?" Tomb-digger said stiffly, after saying this sentence, he himself regretted

dying, if the woman in front of him is really unruly, instead of being angered by his words, a slap
will kill him, then the clan can not avenge him ah ......

Xu Linglong eyes began to freeze, such a shameless person dare to speak to her
rules?

"Sword come!" Xu Linglong shouted, the sword came from afar, Xu Linglong
looked at the tomb-digger's eyes, has become cold, as if looking at not a living person, but a
corpse.

Tomb-digger's face began to gradually become frightened, just Xu Linglong to
strike the moment, Lin Hao helplessly began: "Have you played enough? Wrapping him up does

not need your help yet."
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Xu Linglong froze for a moment, took a serious look at Lin Hao, then nodded obediently, his aura
quietly dissipated, and then like a good little daughter-in-law, stayed by the side, of course,
looking at Xu Linglong's attitude, if the grave-digger had injured Lin Hao, I'm afraid Xu Linglong

would not hesitate to put him to death.

This Lin Hao is not as strong as himself, but he does not put himself in the eyes,
so he wants to curse, and Xu Linglong is next to him, he is now not to fight, not to fight, really
afraid to hit Lin Hao without serious injury, he will not want to leave here alive.



Many people in the crowd sighed and even blamed the Xu family for not watching
the people, Long Kai Tian looked dark and lamented.

The tomb-digger clenched his teeth, the arrow was on the string and had to be

fired, waving his hand, the corpse emperor who had lost his suppression leaped up and roared in

anger directly towards Lin Hao.

Howl!

The shocking roar shook the side, the corpse emperor filled with strong

resentment, the curse of the yin and fury rushed to Lin Hao, sandbag big fist, fierce towards Lin
Hao face smashed down, the momentum fierce, but also in an instant burst of ear-piercing sonic
boom!

However, compared to the terrifying speed of Lei Ling's flesh breaking the sound
barrier, it is still too far behind.

Lin Hao grinned, seven kill divine sword duel third style, sword domain divine

movement!

Buzz!

A sword intent domain surrounded Lin Hao's body!



Sword intent!

In the sword domain? Dyeing the ground will serve to dye closed will whisk?
The pure white sword qi in Lin Hao's surroundings constantly, blooming a faint white light, sword
intent in the sword domain look askance.

Faced with the corpse emperor's attack, Lin Hao only passive defense, even
standing in place have not moved, standing with his hands, indifferently watching the corpse
emperor's fist fall.

Boom!

Corpse Emperor a fist blast down, colliding with the field, seemingly infinite
force of the fist, but simply can not hurt Lin Hao, more than ten centimeters from Lin Hao's face,
the fist but how can not fall, a horrific collision set off a terrifying force, so that the surrounding
spectators have retreated.

Corpse Emperor a fist smashed down, Lin Hao in place not moved, while the
Corpse Emperor is trembling, the body of the Yin Qi actually dissipated some.

Lin Hao stood intact, but the terrifying energy escaped, so that the beach around
Lin Hao for a time flying sand, rocks crumbling, you can see how intense the collision between

the two!



"This, how is this possible!" Tomb-digger was dumbfounded to see this scene,
how is this possible? The Corpse Emperor's full power strike, that terrifying physical strength, the
general middle Grand Master strong people do not dare to easily hard resistance ah!

Lin Hao actually resisted, unharmed, but the corpse emperor seems to have

received some impact!

Roar!

The corpse emperor also seems to be provoked, roar after roar, fist lightning-like
waving, deafening roar incessantly, one after another, Lin Hao still no extra action, around the

circumference of the sword qi constantly rotating, the terrifying sword intent constantly

condensed sword domain, so that the circumference of the power began to increment.

Therefore, even if the corpse emperor tried harder, but also simply can not inch

forward, but let their own Yin Qi dissipated about a third.

Tomb-digger face gloomy: no, so on, there is really no way to deal with this kid,
we must think of a way!

"Move the mountain to remove the mountain to see the winding mountain, eight
characters are not hard do not approach." Tomb-digger shouted angrily, the dao yin erupted, the
terrifying yin madly erupted, moving mountain clan's dao yin, is actually that ancient tomb in the

endless Yin Qi convergence, the surrounding temperature once again plummeted.



Water molecules in the air, have converged into ice crumbs clattering down, huge
and dense caused will Lin Hao completely surrounded.

Yin gas came from the mournful ghosts and wolves howling, shadows and
shadows, as if ghosts are rampant, tomb-digging son also hidden with it, ready to give Lin Hao a
fatal blow, the corpse of the emperor's attack also in the madness continued, the corpse of the
emperor is the early strength of the Grand Master, swords and spears, the yin and demons do not

disperse, is immortal existence, but the corpse is after all a corpse, there is no spiritual intelligence,
the only way to constantly rely on brute force attacks.

Chapter 1804

After all, it is necessary to cooperate with the grave-digger sneak attack!

Lin Hao felt the suppression of the surrounding Yin Qi, the corrosive power of this
Yin Qi is terrifying, the Yin Evil XuanShu force is able to affect the human mind, the heart of the
faint negative emotions constantly amplified.

But Lin Hao after the forging of Lin Cang Dao domain, the soul has been
incomparably strong, naturally not afraid.

"It seems that you no longer have any other means ah." Lin Hao shook his head
with some disappointment as seven or eight sword qi began to rapidly surge up.

"Heh, a hundred ghosts moving at night! Yin soldiers borrowing the path!"
Tomb-digger holding the beckoning streamer, waving it wildly, the miserable screams in the Yin



Qi began to grow more and more wretched, there were human figures everywhere, and even more
ancient marching sounds, as if the Yin soldiers were crossing the border!

"Sword swinging four directions!"

Lin Hao a step on the ground, several sword qi towards the four directions sped

away, Lin Hao fusion Xuan Yuan sword sword spirit, this Xuan Yuan sword is the imperial way of
the army, for the beheading of demons and ambush the divine sword!

Therefore, Lin Hao's sword qi is also full of righteousness, against such evil things
are the most restrained!

Swoosh!

The sword qi shot out in all directions, the ghosts and monsters in the Yin qi all

met their nemesis, emitting miserable to the extreme screams, screaming incessantly.

Explosion!

The sword exploded, the surrounding Yin Qi was actually blown apart by the

sword self-explosion, the original Yin Qi that covered the sky disappeared without a trace.



Tomb-digger even spit blood and burst back, his face stared at Lin Hao in

disbelief, this, how is this possible?

Howl, howl!

The corpse emperor roared in anger, although he was afraid of Lin Hao's Hao Qi,
but Tomb-digger's order, so the corpse emperor had to roar again and attack towards Lin Hao.

The tomb-digger also rises up, waving his hand, the soul-stirring streamer in his
hand rises up against the wind, with the ghostly howling of the harsh wind set off a terrifying

storm sweeping towards Lin Hao!

Lin Hao fiercely stepped on the ground, the gods travel!

Lin Hao then understood, seven kill divine sword duel third style, sword domain

divine line is split, a style contains two moves.

Lin Hao rose up in the air with the help of divine action, and straight away avoided
the opponent's attack!

See Lin Hao rushed up to the sky, Tomb-digger sneer, the Grand Master has not

reached a long time can not be airborne, this time choose to airborne, simply looking for death!



The tomb-digger rose to the sky, and the corpse emperor leaped up, like a
cannonball out of the gun and rushed towards Lin Hao.

Lin Hao holding? Yi Ai closed Lu Fu Lu Xi closed? Sword pointing, behind
gradually began to emerge a sword Qi condensed by the power!

Eight! Twenty-eight! Fifty!

Finally, Lin Hao gathered ninety-nine sword qi behind him! The pure white light,
emitting the righteousness of the sword Qi densely placed behind Lin Hao!

Lin Hao pointed forward, go!

Sword qi like a long dragon, before and after, one after another blast out, as long
as contact with the enemy sword qi immediately self-destruct!

The sword qi contains the vast and righteous qi and the monstrous sword intent,
the explosion of damage is extremely terrifying, a sword qi explosion power, no less than a great
master of the strongest blow!

Corpse Emperor roar of pain, smashed down from the sky, smashing smashing

down the process, has been several sword qi blast full of damage, body intact, the body of the
only remaining one-third of the yin and evil qi is also about to dissipate.



Just before the corpse emperor had time to roar, the follow-up sword qi has cut

through the void and sped to.

"Stop!" The tomb-digger roared in anger, this corpse emperor is his countless
efforts to condense, if destroyed, it is equivalent to breaking an arm, the strength is greatly
reduced!

Boom!

Unfortunately, the tomb-digger shouting is useless, can only watch the corpse
emperor by several sword qi penetration, followed by sword qi explosion, the terrifying sword
intent hard to completely stir up the corpse emperor who is invulnerable to swords and spears, but
does not have the body protection of the Yin Qi! "You seek death!" Tomb-digger roared up to the
sky, the fall of the corpse emperor made him vomit blood repeatedly, this corpse emperor is
equivalent to a part of him now, the destruction of the corpse emperor made him hurt badly.

"Destroy the foundation of my dao, Lin Xuan Yuan! I will not stop with you until
death!" Although Tomb Digger was injured, it also inspired his fierce nature, and a violent and

gloomy aura surged madly in his body.
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"Refining corpse!" Lin Hao saw this scene, his eyes narrowed: "This guy is really ruthless, he
actually wants to train himself into a corpse emperor, into a spiritually intelligent, but full of
tyranny killing machine, seems to be really crazy."



Lin Hao wanted to draw his sword, before the Xuan Yuan sword, such evil things
no matter how powerful, is a sword cut!

"Danger!" The commotion here eventually alerted Lin Yun and others to come

quickly, Xu Linglong even spoke out to warn, almost ready to strike.

"It's okay." Lin Hao stepped on a sword qi under his feet, still standing steadily
and proudly above the void, surrounded by ninety-nine sword qi in a dense manner.

In that tomb-digger's terrifying Yin Qi is about to reach the peak, the breath is the
most violent moment, Lin Hao divine thought, all the sword Qi into a stream of light, like a
meteor shower fell!

Sword qi is full of the righteousness, sharpness, unceasingly from the front of the

tomb-digger into, behind the penetration, in an instant, the tomb-digger body was pierced into a
sieve! Front and back penetration, the body is covered with dense holes!

"Hahahahaha! I'm not going to die, I've become a corpse emperor! Lin Xuan Yuan,
suffer death!" Gravedigger laughed wildly, after all, such a horrible injury, if it were someone else,
would have died long ago, but at this moment, he was not at all.

Just a moment of laughter, the grave digger's laughter but abruptly stopped!

Because Lin Hao did not even look at him, turned around and walked away, that
through the body of the sword qi and once again a reversal of direction to come back again, the



dense sword qi stuck down, like nails will gravedigger dead nailed to the beach! Can't move a
bit!

See this scene, around the onlookers some smart people, face changed greatly, do
not want to think about the rush? Er whisked Yi Yi grasping the ground er? Quickly burst back.

"Run!"

"This bastard! Crazy!"

"Too damned angry!"

At this moment, many people also quickly reacted and rushed to run!

The next moment, hundreds of sword qi almost simultaneously burst, instantly,
the tomb-digger that swords and spears, the achievement of the body of the corpse emperor was
terrifying sword intent tore into pieces, hundreds of sword qi burst, directly make the surrounding
100 meters range of the river beach into a large pit, but the river water simply can not pour in, the
terrifying sword intent in the pit rampage for a whole night before dissipating!

After the severe sword intent dissipated, the river water began to pour into the pit,
as for the tomb-digging son and the corpse emperor, has been crushed, the river water a rush, the
soul to the sea.



Lin Hao reason for the deadly hand, that is, such a scourge as the tomb-digger has
already killed him, not to mention that these evil things, themselves will be refined into a corpse,
if not well controlled, the ferocity of the outbreak, will be a disaster, especially the strength of
such a powerful existence, Lin Hao naturally will not leave him alive!

And today to accept the duel of this tomb-digger, he is in a much better mood,
those who want to make a move on him secret enemies, should also weigh the weight.

For example, Lin Feng, Lin Hao today has used his own strength to fully prove

that he is the peak Patriarch right, but the outbreak of terrifying combat power, that is comparable
to the Grand Master mid-stage power, even Long Kai Tian, look at Lin Hao's eyes are beginning
to look a little scornful.

"Alas, no wonder he is so favored by the goddess, such means, I'm afraid I'll
have to be careful against it." Long Kai Tian shook his head with a bitter smile, looking at his
goddess looking at Lin Hao long gone in the direction of bewilderment, Long Kai Tian even had
a feeling of disappointment, why does it feel like he has not gotten, but has lost something very

valuable.

Moving Mountain Sect! The clan's spirit plate elders looked at the broken spirit

plate above with horror.

This is the top of two rows of spirit cards, the top of the spirit card is already

ancient important people of the sect, and the bottom row is still alive important people of the sect

soul card, which has a touch of their soul, once the accidental death outside, then the soul card
broken, at least let the sect know its death, and back to show the location and picture before death,
so that the sect can send people to collect the body.



Chapter 1806

But this time the dead, but the young patriarch tomb-digging son, the spirit sign elders know that

things are big, flying towards the patriarch's courtyard darted.

"Not good patriarch, something big has happened, something happened ah

patriarch ......"

Tomb-digging, the patriarch of the Mountain Moving Sect, the father of
Tomb-digging Son, whose real name is Wang Qian.

Tomb-digging son went to challenge Lin Hao's matter, Tomb-digging does not
know, but today his eyelids have been beating wildly, always let him have a bad feeling, always
feel that something is going to happen.

At this time the long bubble of the spirit card pale, a panic face rushed in, so that
Wang Qian mood is very unhappy, angry drink to: "panic what decency, this seat is not dead yet,
the sky is not falling."

Although he said so, Wang Qian knew clearly that the spirit elder came to find

himself, basically no good, and can make the spirit elder personally come to find himself, that
means the sect must have an important person died outside.

Wang Qian has a very bad feeling, that ominous premonition more and more

intense.



"Yes, yes, Sovereign I was wrong." The spirit sign elder apologized awkwardly,
then looked at Wang Qian helplessly, "Sovereign, just now the young patriarch's spirit sign
broke ......"

Boom!

Wang Qian body qi exploded violently, the table and chairs in front of him, the
surrounding expensive paintings and calligraphy, blue and white porcelain instantly shattered into
pieces, that spirit sign elder is only the peak of the clan master, such a terrifying sudden outbreak
of qi? The ground love to cover grasping the intention of Lu service? That elder directly vomited

blood and flew out backwards, viciously smashed in the courtyard outside.

Wang Qian like a ghost, his body disappeared in place, reappeared when already

in front of the spirit elders, a choke on the neck of the spirit elders picked up, gaze gloomy like

water: "Who did it!"

"Lin family young master Lin Xuan Yuan killed ...... the last picture, there are still
many people around, speculation is that the young patriarch went to challenge Lin Xuan Yuan
defeated, was Lin Xuan Yuan killed on the spot." Spiritual sign elder was pinched neck, hold the

face red, ugly abnormal.

Bang!

Wang Qian threw the Spiritual Elder out viciously, the Spiritual Elder smashed on
the courtyard false mountain, the false mountain immediately fell apart, the Spiritual Elder
vomited blood, coughing violently, just did not dare to get up, kneeling on the ground and

kowtowing uncontrollably: "Sovereign rest in anger, Sovereign rest in anger ah."



"Get out!"Wang Qian Duo did not want to say a word more, that is his son, his son
ah! The successor of Jingxin's training, and only recently broke through the early stage of the

Grand Master, the future is unlimited ah!

These bastards from the hermit family!

Bullying the clan for not having any masters!

Tomb-digger himself was an early Grand Master, and with the presence of the

early Grand Master's Corpse Emperor, even if he fought with a mid Grand Master, he would not
necessarily lose, so how could he be killed by that kid Lin Xuan Yuan?

Therefore, Wang Qian naturally believes that the tomb-digging son is not

convinced of the previous martial arts conference battle, specially went to the Lin family to
challenge Lin Xuan Yuan, and finally was secretly moved, which allowed his son to fall in the

hands of Lin Xuan Yuan.

"Come, pass my order ......" Wang Qian immediately ordered to block the news

of the death of the tomb-digging son, at the same time, the news of Lin Xuan Yuan defying the
clan put out, focusing on the hands of those who put it to the Thousand Sects and Yuehai Sect, his
son is gone, others want to live well?

Although the Hermitage family is strong, but if it is against several large sects,
they also headache, not to mention that the Hermitage family is not without enemies exist! Their
enemies are equally powerful!



After Wang Qian did these things, he led several Grand Master elders and headed

straight to Jinling!

A crisis and opportunity for the Lin family came quietly, yet no one in the Lin
family knew or noticed it.

At this time, Lin Hao is still distressed another thing, because Lin Hao perceived a
problem, why Lei Ling this little girl's temper seems to be a little long ah, angry is not so long not
good right.

Before she so stick to themselves, how today but not a trace, even if they are
against the tomb-digging son, to say, the most worried about themselves should be Lei Ling this

girl ah, not Xu Linglong came out, Lei Ling are missing.

Lin Hao returned to his courtyard, looking for a circle, did not find Lei Ling, then
asked the servants to know that he was eating before, that Lei Ling wiped tears and ran out.
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Lin Hao some headache, and ran to Lin Yun, explained the situation.

Lin Yun froze for a moment, is also quite surprised, do not know why this girl

why to this? Shanshan love land Yi Yi? piece of matter reacted so much?



Lin Hao chose to go to the Lei family to see Lei Ling, but afraid of

inappropriateness, Lin Yun directly threw the family head token to Lin Hao, making Lin Hao a

speechless face, no need to go to such lengths, right?

Just after Lin Hao left, Lin Yun's face was extremely complicated: "It seems that

Ling'er is young but has a maturity that she shouldn't have at this age, not by chance, ah, could it
be that the mysterious old seniors left a mark and then awakened Ling'er's memory of her past
life?"

"But I'm getting confused again, so what is the relationship between Ling'er and
Lin Hao in her past life? It mustn't be what I think it is." Lin Yun sighed, she had guessed before

that Lei Ling had understood immensely since she was three years old and had shown a mind that
was at least that of an adult girl.

At that time, Lin Yun suspected that a high person had awakened Lei Ling's
memories of her past life, otherwise this could not have happened.

This is not surprising, if there is a land god level figure, before the death of a
person, planted a mark, and when it is reincarnated as a human again, the mark will be awakened,
you can wake up the memory of past lives.

Of course, this is all esoteric and mysterious, after all, even if the land gods level

of high people, do so, is also against the heaven and need to pay a small price.

Thus Lei Ling grew up with few friends, Ahu also does not count, but when Lin
Hao appeared, Lei Ling clinging to Lin Hao, more than she, the mother, this is the first time the
situation.



At that time, Lin Yun had a guess, this two people are afraid of the relationship

between relatives.

But, in the face of Xu Linglong, Lei Ling reacted so fiercely, Lin Yun was a bit
confused, was it a couple relationship in the past life?

Lin Yun still want to achieve Xu Linglong and Lin Hao duo, after all, Xu Linglong
strength is really not bad, just a pity.

Lin Yun helplessly shook his head, forget it, children and grandchildren have their
own blessings, care so much is also useless.

On the other hand, Lin Hao has come to the Lei family Lei Ling's courtyard, Lei
family servant personally led the way, Lin Hao did not take out Lin Yun's family head token, but
only explained his intention.

Lin Hao just arrived at the door of Lei Ling's courtyard, Ah Huang viciously

pounced out, although not directly attacked Lin Hao, but grimacing at Lin Hao showing a vicious
face, seems to be full of hostility to Lin Hao.

This Ah Huang is extremely humane, know that Lin Hao caused Lei Ling sad, Ah
Huang is naturally extremely fierce towards Lin Hao.



Lin Hao looked at Ah Huang's appearance and said helplessly, "Ah Huang, I'm
here to apologize, don't worry, I'll definitely make Ling'er happy."

"Woof woof." Ah Huang viciously roared twice towards Lin Hao, still vicious, but
did move aside to let Lin Hao enter, those two sounds seemed to be just a warning to Lin Hao.

Lin Hao walked in, Lei Ling heard the movement, Lei Ling raised his head

teary-eyed, poor Bala wiped his tears, his voice soft and hoarse: "Brother ......"

Hey!

Lin Hao saw this scene, the heart is going to break, so cute little girl, how to cry so

sad ah, Lin Hao hurriedly went over to Lei Ling in his arms, doting and heartfelt touch Lei Ling's
head: "Ling child what's wrong? If you really hate Xu Linglong so much, then in the future brother
will not see her."

"It's not like that ...... oooh." Lei Ling said once more sad: "Brother is not like this,
brother is not like this, brother will always be only sister-in-law."

"Brother refused so many women, even more beautiful than Linglong, brother
became strong, never just to protect Ling'er and sister-in-law, but now ...... Ling'er feels this
brother is too strange, sob." Lei Ling cried harshly sad, it seems that all the beliefs and ideas, all
collapsed feeling.

Ah?



Lin Hao is a little confused, Lei Ling is talking about what ah?

Chapter 1808

He did reject a large number of women's hearts for Shen Xiyan, but these Lei Ling should not

know, right?

Lin Hao and Lei Ling did not know each other for a long time, although seeing this
lovely girl, he wanted to protect her as if she were his own family.

Perhaps ......

Lin Hao has a guess, Lei Ling never close to other people, and no friends, except
for Ah Hu and Ah Huang, ahem, so say Ah Hu some aggravation ah, in Lei Ling heart surprisingly
and Ah Huang the same status ......

But the other party first met with their own, but so stick to their own, perhaps, their
own and her heart some relatives more similar it.

But it doesn't make sense, Lei Ling is only how old ah, could it be that he retains
the memory of his past life?



Lin Hao also do not dwell on these, Lin Hao squatted down, gently wiped the tears
at the corner of Lei Ling's eyes, blame to: "You silly girl, I have said, I and she has been just

friends ah, and how I will abandon your sister-in-law, is that you think too much, brother is not
that kind of person, understand?"

Said Lin Hao and no good rubbed Lei Ling's head.

"Oops, don't rub my head, it will become silly." Lei Ling heard Lin Hao's clear
answer, finally happy some, not so sad, good in Lei Ling that heart image did not collapse.

It turns out that Lin Hao and Xu Linglong both misunderstood Lei Ling, Lei Ling's
previous actions, not an act of jealousy, she just wanted to maintain the image of that brother she
knew so well in her heart ah.

Her brother can in order to protect his sister-in-law, one person and a sword in the
midst of a thousand horses, the sword out of the sheath, a forward, lay down his body and forget

to die, although death is not regret, only for her behind her and sister-in-law ......

"Heh, you will become stupid? I would like you to become silly a little, after all,
silly cute well, like you so smart, not at all let people feel cute." See Lei Ling finally stopped tears,
although the voice is still with a faint cry, but, finally, better.

Lei Ling unhappily beamed, sullenly looked at Lin Hao, and did not speak, just a
face of aggression, eyes slyly stared at Lin Hao.



Lin Hao stiffened his head for a while, finally was unable to top, Lin Hao was Lei
Ling stared at the scalp, helplessly said: "Good, my family Ling'er most lovely, most
understanding."

"Cut, only children are called cute, I am not a child, who cares." Lei Ling said with
a very disdainful mouth, but the charming smile on her face betrayed her heart.

Lin Hao wiped a ? Serve steak Yi Wu'er whisked cover? put cold sweat, finally
coaxed this girl, but Lei Ling still had a hostile attitude towards that Xu Linglong.

After all, Lei Ling believes that his brother so excellent, even if the brother stick to
his heart, only love sister-in-law a, but also can not stand flower butterfly enough ah.

Lin Hao to death is not too worried, not to mention Xu Linglong this time back,
suddenly began to start a crazy attack on their own, which would have made Lin Hao feel a little
weird and wrong, so Lin Hao think, it seems that they have to go back to the trip to do.

It is good to take Lei Ling to recognize people and meet Shen Xiyan.

Just thinking about it, Lin Hao froze for a moment and looked at Lei Ling

awkwardly: "That, Ling'er, are you more used to this face or ......"

Lin Hao did not forget that he wore a mask, with a human skin mask when it was
her brother, remove the human skin mask that ...... would not be a stranger.



Lei Ling actually saw Lin Hao quite worried expression, Lei Ling happy, it seems

that his brother still cares very much about himself, Lei Ling cute rolled his eyes: "Brother you
silly, you that human skin mask is useless to me, okay, the first meeting I saw your heart through

the mask ah, in my eyes, the mask did not exist ah. "

Whew!

Although Lin Hao knew the answer, but heard Lei Ling said it himself, Lin Hao
finally could not help but breathe a sigh of relief, okay okay ah.

Lin Hao picked up Lei Ling: "Let's go, I'll take you to meet your sister-in-law,
okay?"

"Yes, yes, yes, go see sister-in-law, right brother Lin, do I have a sister?" Lei Ling
was very happy, but then suddenly not quite sure asked Lin Hao.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1809-1810
Chapter 1809

Lin Hao was incomparably surprised, but still nodded, yes, Lei Ling saw Lin Qingcheng, that is
naturally to call sister.

See Lin Hao nodded, Lei Ling face is also a smile, the heart muttered a: so, this
life, also did not change much it, quite good.



If life is like the first time I saw you, why the autumn wind sad painting fan?

But Lei Ling seems, this is not life is like the first time to see ah.

It is very happy and joyful.

Lin Hao and Xu Fanghua they said, sneak back to a trip, but Lei Ling put on the
mask, while Lin Hao is torn off the mask, 'Lin Xuan Yuan' is still in the Lin family, while Lin Hao
is back to his villa, Lin Hao is back.

Lin Hao did not walk for a long time, the martial arts community thought Lin Hao

hunkered down, and many people's attention has been attracted to Lin Xuan Yuan, but not much
attention to Lin Hao, after all, in their view, Lin Hao is already a waste of a person.

"Uh ...... crap! Lin, Lin Hao? You damn finally gave up to come back." Mo Tianji

and Gu Nansheng chatting with the sky in walking outside, but suddenly ran into Lin Hao pulling
a cute little girl in, suddenly confused, what's the situation? Why did he suddenly come back?
Not to be Lin Xuan Yuan?

Gu Nansheng saw the lovely Lei Ling, but also smiled and teased: "Yo, Lin Hao ah,
what, outside the illegitimate daughter are so big ah, concealed enough ah, but the little girl is
quite cute looking."

"slightly slightly, you two bad uncle, I am sister, not illegitimate daughter
nonsense." Lei Ling made a face towards the two.



Causing the two Gu Nansheng to laugh out loud: "Haha, oh, so it's not Lin Hao's
illegitimate daughter, but his father's illegitimate daughter."

Lin Hao: ......

Lei Ling: ......

Seeing the two speechless look, Mo Tianji laughed: "Just kidding, haven't seen for
a long time to tease you guys, Tianhai Group still have a bunch of things to deal with, we won't
delay much, I'll come back in the evening, Lin Hao you didn't leave so soon, right?"

"Stay for two days." Lin Hao nodded, took Lei Ling and greeted them, and went to
find Jun Wu Ren.

However, Mo Tianji sent the news of Lin Hao's return to the group, so before Lin
Hao reached JunWu Regret's courtyard, Shen Xiyan, JunWu Regret and Lin Qingcheng all came

to intercept Lin Hao.

When Lei Ling saw Shen Xiyan, who was holding her stomach, she was surprised
and ran over to greet her: "Good sister-in-law Xiyan."



"Hello Qingcheng sister, I'm Lei Ling, you can call me Ling'er." Lei Ling had long
asked about their identities, and besides, without Lin Hao's introduction, it was estimated that Lei
Ling would be able to recognize them.

Such a polite and lovely girl, who does not like ah, Lin Qingcheng and Shen Xiyan
almost at first glance completely like this little girl, are directly called Lei Ling as Ling'er sister,
to Lei Ling love it to death.

And Lei Ling to them also want to be to their own relatives like.

"Haha, so what that guy Mo Tianji said is true ah, you really brought an

illegitimate daughter ...... ah no, is your father's illegitimate daughter back ah." Jun Wuhuai

laughed out loud, Jun Wuhuai's strength improvement is good, now surprisingly is already the

middle stage of the Grand Master, but still did not absorb the Dao Yin, it seems that Jun Wuhuai

is not in a hurry.

"Uncle, what more strange things are you saying?" Lei Ling looked at Jun Wu

Regret in disbelief.

Jun Wu Regret's face darkened: "You call Brother Lin as brother, you call me
uncle? Call me brother!"

"Uncle, you stop it, okay, you are so old, do not shout uncle shout what? Shouting

old man? My brother is so young and is my brother, what's wrong with me shouting brother?"
Lei Ling did not buy it at all.



Jun Wu Regrets face is even darker, for no reason old? I'm 18 years old.

However, on second thought, looking at Lin Hao hehe smiled.

Lin Hao's scalp a tingling, heart apprehension glared at Jun Wu? Serve west love

to cover whisky dye love? Regret: "What are you doing?"

"Come on, call out uncle to hear it." Jun Wu Regret looked at Lin Hao smugly.

"Get lost!" Lin Hao did not have a good laugh and scolded, by Lei Ling dislike but
want to turn around to pit him a ride? What a joke!

Chapter 1810

By Lin Hao dislike a sentence, Jun Wu Regret also did not get angry, but rather some gloating
look at Lin Hao.

For JunWu Regret gloating eyes, made Lin Hao's scalp a little numb, this is to do
what?

"By the way, today a friend said to look for you, I just told her that you are not at
home, I did not expect you to come back." Shen Xiyan smiled and held Lin Hao's hand, intimate
beyond compare, that gentle and warm face, seems to be because of pregnancy, a touch more
mature charm and maternal glow.



At the side, Lei Ling was happily holding Shen Xiyan's hand, really treating Shen
Xiyan as her own sister-in-law.

Lin Hao was quite surprised: "Who is it?"

"That little girl, you know before ah, Huashan School Xu Linglong, but this time to
see her feeling not quite the same, the aura is very strong, the key strength is also very strong, the
strength above me." Shen Xiyan is relying on resources hard pile up the Grand Master, the strength
is here, while the combat power is clearly insufficient.

Moreover, Xu Linglong is the peak of the Grand Master, in Shen Xiyan feeling
seems to be very oppressive indeed.

Lin Hao's face instantly collapsed: "She's not done yet is she?"

"What do you mean? Is she here for trouble?" Shen Xiyan was stunned: "But I
don't feel like it."

Lin Hao rolled his eyes: "More than trouble, she's here to steal your husband from

you, you're leading the wolf into the house, understand?"



"That's right, sister-in-law, you don't know, if I didn't stop that fox spirit, plus
brother's strong-willed, probably by now that fox spirit will be the soul to hook away." Lei Ling
on the side is also hurried to explain.

Just Lin Hao face some black, why feel Lei Ling more and more black feeling.

"Is this Xu Linglong so powerful?" Shen Xiyan frowned slightly: "It seems I have

to be better to you, alas, what a headache, I have to work a lot more ah."

A warm current surged in Lin Hao's heart, hey, hearing these things, Shen Xiyan
surprisingly wasn't blaming him, instead, she felt that she herself wasn't doing enough.

"Don't be silly, you are already good enough, don't worry, I will solve this
matter." Lin Hao told Shen Xiyan everything, including Xu Linglong's other identity, as well as
what had happened recently.

Lin Hao did not feel anything before, how to say with Xu Linglong is considered

a friend, it is impossible to be too raw to it, but recently Xu Linglong is not very right, seems to

want to cross the relationship between friends further, plus Xu Linglong this return is also quite
odd.

"Something is not right, husband." Shen Xiyan good-looking willow eyebrows

move one after another, beautiful, white moon bright eyes are even turning one after another:
"There is something wrong with this."



"Let's go, go see her first." The original felt wrong, Shen Xiyan mentioned so a

mouth, Lin Hao had a kind of dawning feeling, has probably guessed what.

Sure enough, in the living room of the villa, Xu Linglong was drinking coffee and
waiting, when she saw Lin Hao coming, Xu Linglong lit up and stood up: "Lin Hao, you've arrived
so soon."

Obviously, Lin Hao and Lei Ling left Jinling, back to the Tianhai news, Xu
Linglong intentionally noticed instead came over early, this Lin Hao is not surprised.

Lin Hao nodded: "Well, with Ling'er sister back to see his daughter-in-law, by the
way let Lei Ling meet with his sister-in-law."

Lin Hao bit the words 'daughter-in-law' and 'sister-in-law' especially hard.

But Lin Hao saw that Xu Linglong seemed to be mentally prepared, surprisingly
did not show the slightest problem, and then also chatted with Shen Xiyan very happily, but Lei
Ling was really very repulsive to Xu Linglong.

Lin Hao frowned, this matter can no longer be delayed, must be clear, otherwise
when the time comes poor figure dagger, each other are not good end, but will hurt more people.

"That Linglong, you come out with me, I have something to say to you alone." Lin
Hao frowned and walked outside.



"Sister Xiyan, then wait for a moment, I'll go out for a moment." Xu Linglong
smiled sweetly and followed Lin Hao out in a leisurely manner, and went to the next unoccupied?
Lu Wu Yi closed Yi Di Yi closed? The courtyard, Xu Linglong organized her emotions, although
she is also a little reluctant, but still smiling towards Lin Hao, just before speaking, but was
interrupted by Lin Hao first.
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